REGARDING: ITD 19-ALTA – STATEWIDE ALTA SURVEYOR ROSTER - ADDENDUM 1

This ADDENDUM 1 is sent in answer to questions received on May 29, 2019.

1) QUESTION: Item #3 Example of completed Alta Survey - Are we limited to only 1 example or can we include multiple?
   ANSWER: You may submit as many as you wish, as long as at least one completed Alta Survey is submitted. SOQ’s received without at least one example in each of the four binders and on the electronic thumb drive of a completed Alta Survey will be deemed Non-Responsive and will not be further evaluated.

2) QUESTION: Item #5 Project Approach - Are the checked items in Table A standard for all ITD projects? Or is this just used as an example?
   ANSWER: The checked items are considered the Standard for most ITD projects; however, the ITD reserves the right to negotiate these items if, on a specific project, the needs may be different based on desired use.

These questions and answers do not change the due date of the RFSOQ.

   This solicitation closes: JUNE 10, 2019 BEFORE 2:59:59 P.M., MT

Thank you.

Melinda Doan
Facility Management Contracting Officer
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT
Melinda.doan@itd.idaho.gov
Phone: 208-772-1270
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